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SYNOPSIS
Despite death threats from the Mafia and his country’s general apathy, a humble
shepherd, Tommaso, takes it upon himself to look after the abandoned Bourbon palace
of Carditello, north of Naples, deep in the heart of the ‘Land of Fires.’ One day,
Tommaso suffers a heart attack and dies: but not before making a final wish. He
summons a masked character named Pulcinella to rescue a buffalo calf called
Sarchiopone from the forsaken palace. Together, man and beast, embark on a long
journey through a lost and beautiful Italy, searching for something which may no longer
exist.
Shot on expired 16mm stock, Lost and Beautiful is a ravishing work that (after The
Mouth of the Wolf) presaged the arrival of an extraordinary new filmmaker.
Further information and downloads here
Photo sets for download – here
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PIETRO MARCELLO
Biography
Born in Caserta in 1976, Pietro Marcello attended the Accademia di Belle Arti, where he
studied painting. Self-taught, he has worked as a teacher in a Naples prison, and he
organised and planned the Cine Damm film season between 1998 and 2003 at the Damm
in Montesanto, Naples. During that period, he started making radio programmes (Il
tempo dei magliari) and documentaries. In 2003 he made his first short films, Carta and
Scampia.
The following year he completed Il Cantiere, a documentary that won the 11th edition of
Libero Bizzarri. In 2005 he made the documentary La Baracca, which won the public
prize at Videopolis. That year he also collaborated as a volunteer with an NGO in Ivory
Coast to create the documentary Grand Bassan.
In 2009, he directed his first feature, The Mouth of the Wolf, winner of the 27th Turin
Film Festival, the Caligari and Teddy prizes at the Berlin International Film Festival and
the David di Donatello and Nastro d’Argento awards for best documentary
In 2011, he made Il silenzio di Pelešjan (The Silence of Peleshyan), which was presented
as a special event at the 68th Venice International Film Festival and participated at many
international festivals. In 2015, he directed Lost and Beautiful, which was screened in
competition at the Locarno Festival and took home the Göteborg Film Festival’s
Bergman Award and the Nastro d’Argento for Best Documentary. Pietro Marcello’s
latest feature, Martin Eden, screened in competition at the 76th Venice Film Festival and
where Luca Marinelli received the award for Best Actor. It then won the Platform Prize
at the Toronto Film Festival where the jury commented:
“A politically and philosophically provocative story told with extraordinary cinematic
invention and grace, this film reaffirms a faith that is easy to lose in 2019: that the cinema
we know is an iceberg with nine-tenths still remaining to be discovered.”

FILMOGRAPHY
L'Envol (in production)
2021 Futura (co-directed with Francesco Munzi and Alice Rohrwacher)
2020 For Lucio (documentary)
2019: Martin Eden
2015: Lost and Beautiful (Bella e Perduta)
2014: L’umile Italia (Short)
2011: The Silence of Peleshyan (Il Silenzio di Pelešjan)
2009: The Mouth of The Wolf (La Bocca del Lupo)
2007: Crossing the Line (Il Passaggio della Linea) (Documentary)
2005: La baracca (Short)
2004: Il cantiere (Short)
2003: Scampia (Short)
2003: Carta (Short)

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
I learnt to look at Italy contemplating its landscape from trains, rediscovering time after
time its beauty and its ruin. I have often thought about making an itinerant film that
would cross the provinces to describe Italy: beautiful, yes, but lost. Leopardi described it
as a woman crying with her head in her hands due to the burden of history, the atavistic
evil of being too beautiful.
When I chanced upon the Royal Palace of Carditello and the fairy tale—because it really
is a fairy tale—of Tommaso, the ‘Angel of Carditello’, a shepherd who sacrificed
everything to dedicate many years of his life to look after this abandoned artistic asset, I
saw a powerful metaphor for what I felt compelled to describe. Following the premature
and sudden death of Tommaso, Bella e perduta— initially conceived as a ‘journey
through Italy’ intended to touch upon other regions—became a different film, marrying
fairy tale and documentary, dream and reality.
Carditello is the symbol of a lost beauty and the struggle of an individual, an orphan who
refuses to surrender to a rotten mechanism of destruction and decay. And at the same
time this story, deeply rooted in our country’s history, examines a subject which has
never been so universal: the relationship between man and nature.

A CONVERSATION BETWEEN PIETRO MARCELLO AND
MAURIZIO BRAUCCI
The Film’s Origin
The project was inspired by a book written by Piovene and the idea of going on a
‘journey through Italy’ along the entire peninsula. Starting with our origins—so from
Campania—we chanced upon the ‘Angel of Carditello’, Tommaso Cestrone, and a
Bourbon palace that had been abandoned for centuries: the story of this shepherd, who
looks after the palace and rescues male buffaloes from a pre-determined fate, should
have been one episode of the film. But then—halfway through filming— Tommaso died,
and it seemed important to follow his story, through a film that is, simultaneously, a
documentary, a dream (so, like all dreams, full of references to reality) and a
contemporary fairy tale.
The Royal Palace of Carditello
The story of the Palace of Carditello is a paradoxical one, exemplifying the schizophrenia
of the society in which we live, where one speaks a great deal about the protection of
cultural and environmental assets while those assets are abandoned or destroyed.
Commissioned by Charles de Bourbon in the 1700s, it was a ‘model farm’, a centre of
zootechnical excellence driven by the work of scientists from all over Europe: a glorious
‘institution’, until the arrival of the House of Savoy, who entrusted its management to a
squire from Casal del Principe—a Camorrista of the era—marking the beginning of a
decline that in the 1900s has seen the Palace become a place of hiding for the Casalesi
clan, and its surroundings a store for the trafficking of arms. For all these reasons,
Carditello is a symbol of the country’s incomplete history, of an Italy that was never
unified by the Mazzinian dream, of its plundered south. An emblem of the bad luck that
has struck the Land of Work, which in recent years has become the Land of Fires: a land
that used to be extremely fertile— capable of three harvests a year—and which today is
besieged by three landfills, one of which is amongst the largest in Europe, and by the
High Speed Train blueprint.
Man and Nature: a universal theme
We presented the project by starting with what we know best, but the environmental
disaster that has affected Campania resembles many others throughout the world, and
the relationship between man and nature is perhaps the real universal theme of our age:
Bella e perduta is also the poetic story—seen through the eyes of an animal—about this
relationship, which goes from harmonious to conflicting. And ‘our’ Sarchiapone is in
some way the symbol of an increasingly ‘overwhelming’ relationship: it is from the way in
which people treat animals, in fact, that one measures the extent of their civilization.
The rage of the righteous
Who, over the decades, has objected to the violence against nature? Certainly not the
administrators, the white-collar workers. It has been the humble, the poor: their battles,

often seen as selfish, reactionary, but which instead—as we have come to understand
over the years—have defended the land and the public health. The protagonists of this
defence have been those who, first-hand, saw the effects of man’s attack on nature:
poisoned grass, polluted water. Tommaso Cestrone was a shepherd, a simple man who
loved beauty, who knew how to recognise it but was unable to express it if not through
care, that same care he offered animals: it is the emblem of a generation that, although
lacking the tools to articulate an ‘environmentalist’ discussion, became a bastion—the
only one—of the landscape’s defence. Bella e perduta is the picaresque story of the
adventures of two humble souls (a man, Tommaso, and an animal, Sarchiapone), but it’s
also the story of redemption in which the humble souls, the myths, become standard
bearers of the ‘rage of the righteous’, who rise up without intellectualism against
dishonesty and speculation.
Pulcinella and the fairytale
Before becoming the masked character of Commedia dell’Arte that we all know, Pulcinella
originated in Etruscan culture as a semi-divinity who listened to the dead to speak to the
living, carrying messages from the afterlife: our Pulcinella is assigned the task of taking
Sarchiapone, the young buffalo saved by Tommaso just before he died, away from the
Royal Palace. We have imagined a journey made by the two of them towards a new
destination, Tuscia, during which the animal manages to magically recount his own story.
The writing of the fairy tale took place ‘on the job’, during the completion of this journey,
responding to the environment. When we eventually reached the destination, the home
of Gesuino—a shepherd from Alto Lazio—he provided us with a further connection
between fairy tale and reality. Faced with the offer of keeping a buffalo who had escaped
neglect and had been brought there by Pulcinella, he proposed a tragically real end for
Sarchiapone: the animal cannot escape his fate as a servant of man, who determines his
fate at will. And so once again, death, this time ritualistic, sacrificial, but nonetheless the
animal’s death.

A HISTORY OF THE ROYAL PALACE OF CARDITELLO
The Royal Palace of Carditello, also known as the Royal Estate of Carditello or the Reggia
di Carditello, in the Caserta province, was built in 1744 by Charles de Bourbon, who installed a stud farm for horses there.
It was part of a group of 22 sites (which included the Royal Palace of Caserta, the Royal
Palace of Portici, the Royal Palace of Capodimonte and the Royal Palace of Naples) belonging to the royal House of Bourbon-Kingdom of The Two Sicilies dynasty, places dedicated to the royal family’s
recreation and hunting—and thus called ‘Royal Pleasure’—
and at times also the location of agricultural activities, often established using modern
means, aimed at experimenting in model farms.
It received new development with Ferdinand IV of the Kingdom of Naples, who introduced—in the context of his social and economic Enlightenment projects prior to the
French Revolution—the breeding of cows and the production of cheeses, appointing the
architect Francesco Collecini (1787), a collaborator of Luigi Vanvitelli, to construct a large
complex, including a royal residence and surroundings designed for a farm.
The space at the back of the palace was divided into five courtyards intended for farming
activities, whilst the area in front—reserved for horse racing—was formed in the style of
an ancient Roman circus: a clay track, with short semi-circular sides, which encircles a central lawn; at the far ends two fountains with marble obelisks; at the center of the lawn a
small, circular temple-like building, from where the king watched the horses (…).
The solution adopted for the palace was a rigorously symmetrical double T system: at the
centre is the royal hunting lodge—with neo-classical noble features, crowned by a balustrade and a
belvedere from which the long, low wings reserved for the farm
stretch.
Inside the palace, two stairways separate to the left and the right, leading to the noble
floor, with decorations that recall the hunting art the Bourbons were so passionate about.
From the same floor the king, the family and the dignitaries, appearing at the balustrades,
could follow the celebrated receptions in the underlying chapel, with its delicately frescoed cupola and walls.
The majority of the marbles and the décor that adorned the palace have been removed
over the years, and only a small part are found in museums or in other royal residences.
The surrounding buildings—in due course assigned as storehouses and stables and to this
day containing ancient agricultural equipment—are almost all in a state of serious disrepair. The royal palace is in a state of abandon, as is the remaining part of the estate,
following the sale of the majority of the 2,000 original hectares that surround it.

